LIGHTNING TALKS
25 February 2014
12 – 1 pm
Mosher Alumni House

KEITH C. CLARKE
Professor
Department of Geography
The Four Washington Meridians

TOMMY DICKEY, TEDDY AND LINKIN
Professor and Pyrfessors
Department of Geography
Brave Arctic Gold Rush Dogs

SONG GAO
Graduate Student
Department of Geography and spatial@ucsb
Spatial Questions Collected from the GIS HelpDesk at spatial@ucsb

MARGARET TARAMPI
Junior Research Fellow
SAGE Center for the Study of the Mind
A Little Pictorial Space Can Change Your Perception of Art

WILLIAM F. YIM
Aviation Consultant
Santa Barbara County Association of Governments (Ret.)
Airport Terminal Designs

CRYSTAL BAE
Graduate Student
Department of Geography
Lessons from the Road: Cross-Country by Bicycle

PAUL WILSON
GE / MapFrame (Ret.)
Whale Traffic Control

HEATHER BURTE
PhD Candidate
Department of Psychological & Brain Sciences
Individual Differences and the Neural Bases of Allocentric-Headings

ANDREA BALLATORE
Research Coordinator
spatial@ucsb
Computing the Spirit of Place

GEORGE LEGRADY
Professor
Media Arts and Technology
Image, Interaction & Representation: Some Artistic Projects that Address Space

JEREMY DOUGLASS
Assistant Professor
Department of English
Navigating Narrative Space

To receive announcements about spatial@ucsb’s Technology Lunches, ThinkSpatial Brown Bag Forum, and other events, please email Kitty Currier (kcurrier@spatial.ucsb.edu).